About Us

STISIM Drive® was created by Systems Technology, Inc., one of the most iconic companies in the field of transportation engineering with a heritage of innovation dating back to 1957. Our team has built a reputation as the leading experts at the intersection of vehicle dynamics and human behavior.

Therapists who are new to driving simulators will be productive almost immediately, while experienced therapists will discover more efficient and effective treatments using STISIM Drive®. Clinic administrators will be able to justify the acquisition of a simulator in increased billable time, more efficient use of staff resources and an improved reputation for patient care.

Features

- Targeted, engaging and effective scenarios
- Performance metrics with trend plotting and session playback
- High-definition, realistic 3D graphics and maps
- Choose scenarios by skills, challenge level or protocol
- City, suburban, rural, freeway and mountain settings
- Variable driving conditions including time-of-day and weather effects
- Interactive scenario control with rewind and skills repetition
- Touch-based interface with in-window help
- Movable console that positions therapist to better focus on patient behavior
- Ruggedized chassis withstands continuous clinical use
- Configurable left-foot accelerator
- Wheelchair accessible and optional hand controls

Developed With Clinical Therapists, for Clinical Therapists

STISIMDRIVE.com
STISIMDriveSales@systemstech.com
Realistic Graphics

Immersive Environments

High Definition 3D Maps

Time of Day And Weather Effects

Best-In-Class Technology

FOR THERAPISTS
- Proven technology that improves patient outcomes
- Protocols tailorable to clinic and practitioner best practices
- STI Navigator™ training on our simulator technology and framework
- Reports that deliver objective measurement of progress

FOR CLINIC ADMINISTRATORS
- Useful to every discipline in the clinic
- Compelling technology and training keep staff and patients engaged
- Track simulator utilization and time for each patient
- Enhance prestige of your clinic

Trusted By Over 800 Clients Worldwide

"I have found their system to be reliable and flexible, consistently meeting our evolving needs."

PROF. THOMAS D. MARCOTTE
UC San Diego

"The product and support have exceeded our expectations. I highly recommend its use for others."

DR. DAVID CARR, MD
Washington University School of Medicine

"STISIM Drive can help people drive safely for longer, which in turn boosts independence and keeps them socially connected."

LISA RUBIN FALKENBERG
Director of Rehabilitation, Lake Health

M4000 PLATFORM
- 135 Degree Field-of-View
- Adjustable Seat and Wheel
- Handholds and Non-Slip Surface
- Wheelchair Access
- Optional Hand Controls

Grounded In Evidence-based Research
Cited In Over 1,200 Peer-Reviewed Papers!

Ergonomic Therapist Console With Touchscreen